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Abstract. In this paper we introduce and study a nonmonotonic logic to reason about various kinds of preferences. We introduce preference types to choose
among these kinds of preferences, based on an agent interpretation. We study
ways to calculate “distinguished” preference orders from preferences, and show
when these distinguished preference orders are unique. We define algorithms to
calculate the distinguished preference orders.
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1 Introduction
Preferences guide human decision making from early childhood (e.g., “which ice cream
flavor do you prefer?”) up to complex professional and organisatioral decisions (e.g.,
“which investment funds to choose?”). Preferences have traditionally been studied in
economics and applied to decision making problems. Moreover, the logic of preference
has been studied since the sixties as a branch of philosophical logic. Preferences are
inherently a multi-disciplinary topic, of interest to economists, computer scientists, OR
researchers, mathematicians, logicians, philosophers, and more.
Preferences are a relatively new topic to artificial intelligence and are becoming of
greater interest in many areas such as knowledge representation, multi-agent systems,
constraint satisfaction, decision making, and decision-theoretic planning. Recent work
in AI and related fields has led to new types of preference models and new problems for
applying preference structures [1]. Explicit preference modeling provides a declarative
way to choose among alternatives, whether these are solutions of problems to solve,
answers of data-base queries, decisions of a computational agent, plans of a robot, and
so on. Preference-based systems allow finer-grained control over computation and new
ways of interactivity, and therefore provide more satisfactory results and outcomes.
Logics of preference are used to compactly represent and reason about preference relations.
A particularly challenging topic in preference logic is concerned with non-monotonic
reasoning about preferences. A few constructs have been proposed [6, 14, 11], for example based on mechanisms developed in non-monotonic reasoning such as gravitation
towards the ideal, or compactness, but there is no consensus yet in this area. Nevertheless, non-monotonic reasoning about preferences is an important issue, for example
when reasoning under uncertainty. When an agent compactly communicates its preferences, another agent has to interpret it and find the most likely interpretation.

A drawback of the present state of the art in the logic of preference is that proposed
logics typically formalize only preferences of one kind, formalizing for example strong
preferences, defeasible preferences, non-strict preferences, ceteris paribus preferences
(interpreted either as “all else being equal” or as “under similar circumstances”), etc.
These logics formalize logical relations among one kind of preferences, but relations
among distinct kinds of preferences have not been considered. Consequently, when
formalizing preferences, one has to choose which kind of preference statements are used
for all preferences under consideration. However, often we would like to use several
kinds of preference statements at the same time.
We are interested in developing and using a logic with more than one kind of preferences, which we call a logic of preferences – in contrast to the usual reference to
the logic of preference. In particular we are interested in nonmonotonic logic of preferences. To interpret the various kinds of preferences we use total pre-orders on worlds,
which we call preference orders. We consider the following questions:
1. How to define a logic of preferences to reason about for example strong and weak
preferences? How are they related to conditional logics?
2. How to choose among kinds of preferences when formalizing examples?
3. How to calculate “distinguished” preference orders from preferences? Are the distinguished preference orders unique?
4. How can we define algorithms to calculate the distinguished preference orders?
To define our logic of preferences, we define four kinds of strict preferences of
over as ”the best/worst is preferred over the best/worst ”. We define conditionals
“if , then ” as usual as a preference of and over and the absence of .
To choose among kinds of preferences, we introduce an agent interpretation of the
four kinds of preferences studied in this paper. We interpret a preference of over as a
game between an agent arguing for and an agent arguing for . We distinguish locally
optimistic, pessimistic, opportunistic and careful preference types.
To calculate a preference order from preferences, we start from a generalization of
System Z, which is usually characterized as gravitating towards the ideal for defeasible conditionals, and also known as minimal specificity. We also define the inverse of
gravitating towards the worst. In general we need to combine both kinds of mechanisms, for which we study a strict dominance of one of the mechanisms. We provide
new algorithms to derive distinguished orders.
The layout of this paper is as follows. We treat each question above mentionned in
a subsequent section. Section 2 introduces the logic of preferences we use in this paper.
Section 3 introduces the preference types. Section 4 introduces the non-monotonic extensions to define distinguished preference orders. Section 5 introduces algorithms to
calculate distinguished preference orders.















2 Logic of preferences



The logical language extends propositional logic with four kinds of preferences. A small
stands for
and a capital
stands for
, as will be explained in the semantics
below.
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Disjunction 5 , material implication 6 and equivalence 7 are defined as usual. More; <$'&$ ;%  ,
over, we define conditionals in terms of preferences by 8$39:$ 
etc. We abbreviate formulas using the following order on logical connectives:
=05  >?&@6  7 . For example, 5 A&>BA6C is interpreted as D A5 /&>BEF6C .
In the semantics of the four kinds of preferences, a preference of over  is interpreted as a preference of 1  over G . This is standard and known as von Wright’s
expansion principle [16].
Definition 2 (Semantics). Let be a finite set of propositional atoms,  a propositional logic based on , H the set of propositional interpretations of  , and I a total
pre-order on H . We write JLKMJ<N for JOIMJ+N without JPN-IQJ , we write  R  I+
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Moreover, logical notions are defined as usual, in particular:
– I QE E   k GR iff I l for m;n=opn:q ,
–  r iff for all I , we have I s ,
– t s iff for all I such that I rt , we have t= s .
The $&+* ’s preference is the strongest one while */&$ ’s preference is the weakest
one [15]. The following example illustrates the logic of preferences.
Example 1. We have   8*/&+* (7u (2 `5vi ( *9:* , which expresses a
well-known relation between a defeasible conditional *9=* and preferences */&+* .
Moreover, we have   .$&+* [6 .*/&+*  , which expresses that strong preferences
$ & * imply defeasible preferences * & * .
The following definition illustrates how a preference order – represented in a qualitative form by a total pre-order I on worlds – can also be represented by a well ordered
partition of H . This is an equivalent representation, in the sense that each preference orDefinition 1 (Language). Given a set
define the set
of propositional formulas and the set
follows.
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der corresponds to one ordered partition and vice versa. This equivalent representation
as an ordered partition makes some definitions easier to read.
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Definition 3 (Ordered partition). A sequence of sets of worlds of the form
is an ordered partition of
iff ,
is nonempty,
and
for
. An ordered partition of
is associated with pre-order
iff
with
we have
iff
.

3 Preference types as agent types
The logic of preferences now forces us to choose among the four kinds of preferences
when we formalize an example in the logic. From the literature it is only known how to
choose among monopolar preferences such as “I prefer ”, or more involved “Ideally
”, “ is my goal”, “I desire ”, “I intend ”, etc. In such cases we can distinguish two
notions of lifting worlds to sets of worlds.
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Definition 4 (Agent types for the lifting problem). Let be a set ordered by a total
pre-order . The lifting problem is the selection of an element of . We define the
following agent types for the lifting problem:
– Optimistic agent: The agent selects the elements of
– Pessimistic agent: The agent selects the elements of

tt

which are maximal w.r.t.
which are minimal w.r.t.

II ..

However, this cannot directly be used for our four kinds of preferences, due to the
bipolar representation of preferences. To choose among these kinds of preferences, we
introduce an agent interpretation of preferences. We interpret a preference of over
as a game between an agent arguing for and an agent arguing for . Thus, the agent
argues that is better than against a (possibly hypothetical) opponent.







Example 2. Assume an agent is looking for a flight ticket on the web, and it prefers
web-service FastTicket to web-service TicketNow. If the agent is opportunistic, it is
optimistic about FastTicket and pessimistic about TicketNow, but when it is careful, it is
pessimistic about FastTicket, and optimistic about TicketNow. Clearly, an opportunistic
agent has many preferences, whereas a careful agent has only a few preferences.
Preference types can now be defined in terms of agent types.
Definition 5 (Preference types). Consider an agent expressing its preference of over
. We define the following preference types:





– Locally optimistic: the agent is optimistic about and optimistic about .
– Locally pessimistic: the agent is pessimistic about and pessimistic about .
– Opportunistic: the agent is optimistic about and pessimistic about .
– Careful: the agent is pessimistic about and optimistic about .







The following example illustrates that the preference types are a useful metaphor to
distinguish among the kinds of preferences, but that their use should not be taken too
far.
Example 3 (Continued). The agent types are very strong, which makes them useful in
practice but which also has the consequence that one has to be careful when using them,
for example when formalizing examples. This is illustrated by several properties about
preference types in the logic. For example, when a careful agent prefers FastTicket
to TicketNow, an opportunistic agent with the same preference order holds the same
preference. Moreover, if a careful agent prefers FastTicket to TicketNow, then it follows
that it cannot hold the inverse preference of TicketNow over FastTicket at the same time.
An opportunistic agent, however, can hold both inverse preferences at the same time.

It seems that careful preference type is too weak. However it may be useful when
all other preference types give an empty set of models [15]:
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Example 4. Let and be two propositional variables which stand for marriage with
          be a set of
John and Fred, respectively. Let 
Sue’s preferences about its marriage with John or Fred.    induces the following set
 
 
 
of constraints:
. The first constraint means
that Sue prefers to be married to John over not being married to him. The second constraint means that Sue prefers to be married to Fred over not being married to him and
the last constraint means that Sue prefers not to be married to both. There is no preorder satisfying any of the sets 
,
and 
while the following pre-order
satisfies 
.
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4 Nonmonotonic logic of preferences
We study fragments of the logic that consist of sets of preferences only. We call such
sets of preferences a preference specification.

*,*  *,$  $F*  -$  '$ &  1 Xo1Mm  x x~xR Sq            
In this section we consider the problem of finding pre-orders I that satisfy each

Definition 6 (Preference  Specification). A preference specification is a tuple
) is a set of
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preferences of the form
.
desire of a single set  – i.e., models of
models of two or more sets of preferences.

 . In the following section, we consider

I

Definition 7 (Model of a set of preferences). Let  be a set of preferences and be
  in   .
a total pre-order. is a model of   iff satisfies each preference

I
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 & 

Shoham [13] characterizes nonmonotonic reasoning as a mechanism that selects a
subset of the models of a set of formulas, which we call distinguished models in this paper. Shoham calls these models “preferred models”, but we do not use this terminology
as this meta-logical terminology may be confused with preferences in logical language
and preference orders in semantics.
In this paper we compare total pre-orders based on the so-called specificity principle. The minimal specificity principle is gravitating towards the least specific pre-order,
while the maximal specificity principle is gravitating towards the most specific preorder. These have been used in non-monotonic logic to define the distinguished model
of a set of conditionals of the kind
, sometimes called defeasible conditionals.
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Definition 8 (Minimal/Maximal specificity principle). Let
and
be two total
pre-orders on a set of worlds
represented by ordered partitions
and
respectively. We say that is at least as specific as , written as 
,
iff
, if
and
then
. is said to be the least (resp. most)
specific pre-order among a set of pre-orders  if there is no
in  such that  ,
i.e., 
without 
(resp. 
).
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The following example illustrates minimal and maximal specificity.
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Example 5. Consider the rule
. Applying the minimal specificity principle on
or
gives the following model
. The
preferred worlds in this model are those which do not violate the rule. More precisely
belongs to the set of preferred worlds since it satisfies the rule but
and
are preferred too since they do not violate the rule even if they do not satisfy it. Now
applying the maximal specificity principle on
gives the following model
. We can see that the preferred worlds are only those which
satisfy the rule.
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Shoham defines non-monotonic consequences of a logical theory as all formulas
which are true in the distinguished models of the theory. An attractive property occurs
when there is only one distinguished model, because in that case it can be decided
whether a formula non-monotonically follows from a logical theory by calculating the
unique distinguished model, and testing whether the formula is satisfied by the distinguished model. Likewise, all non-monotonic consequences can be found by calculating
the unique distinguished model and characterizing all formulas satisfied by this model.
Theorem 1. The following table summarizes uniqueness of distinguished models.
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no yes [9] yes [5] yes no no yes [12, 3] no
Proof. Most of the uniqueness proofs have been given in the literature, as indicated
in the table. The only exception is the uniqueness of most specific model of 
, which
can be derived from the uniqueness of the least specific model of 
. We do not
give the details here – it follows from the more general Theorem 3 below. Here we give
counterexamples for the uniqueness in the other cases. Let
such that we
have four distinct worlds.
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:
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There are two consequences of Theorem 1 which are relevant for us now. First,
as we are interested in developing algorithms for unique distinguished models, in the
remainder of this paper we only focus on
,
and
preference types.
Secondly, constraints of the form
are in between
and
, in the sense
that there is a unique least specific model for
and
, and there is a unique
most specific model for
and
.
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5 Algorithms for nonmonotonic logic of preferences
We now consider distinguished models of sets of preferences of distinct types. It directly
follows from Theorem 1 that our only hope to find a unique least or most specific model
of a set of preferences is that we may find a unique least specific model for preferences
for constraints of both
and
, and a unique most specific model for
and
. In all other cases we already do not have a unique distinguished model for
one of the preferences. However, it does not follow from Theorem 1 that a least specific
model of a set of
and
together is unique, and it does not follow from
and
together is unique! We
the theorem that a most specific model for
therefore consider the two following questions in this section:
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1. Is a least specific model of a set of
and
together unique? Is a most
specific model for
and
together unique? If so, how can we find these
unique models?
2. How can we define distinguished models that consists of all three kinds of preferences?
5.1
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Algorithm 1.1 computes a unique distinguished model of 
*(* $F*
The following definition derives a unique distinguished model from 
and 
together. This algorithm generalizes the algorithms given in [3, 5], in the sense that
when one of the sets is empty, we get one of the original algorithms.

Algorithm 1.1: Handling mixed preferences
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begin

;
 do
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'*)#+-;,/.102.436547 8:9;.436547<7 8=.102.43?@ > 7 8<9;.43?@ > 7<7BADC/8 ) AE 9;.436547 8 ) A  9;.43?@ > 7:F
$&% (
$ %  then
Stop (inconsistent constraints)
–   HGI$% ;
– remove from C each .102.43J547 8:9;.436547<7 such that 02.4365 7K $&%B
  ;
– replace each .10&.43 @ > 7 8:9L.43 @ > 7<7 in C by .102.43 @ > 7 GM$&% 8:9L.43 @ > 7<7 ;
– remove from C each .102.43 @ > 7 8:9;.43 @ > 7<7 such that 0&.43 @ > 7 is empty;
return . $ 8*N*N NO8 $ % 7
while
–
–
if



end

;

We first explain the algorithm, then we illustrate it by an example, and finally we
show that the distinguished model computed is the unique least specific one. At each
step of the algorithm, we look for worlds which can have the actual highest ranking in
the preference order. This corresponds to the actual minimal value . These worlds are
those which do not appear in any right part of the actual set of constraints i.e., they do
not falsify any constraint. Once these worlds are selected, the two types of constraints
have different treatments:
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The least specific criterion can be checked by construction. At each step we put in
wsome
 all worlds which do not appear in any  F  or  | N  and which are not yet put in
it necessarily falsifies some constraints which are
w | with z . If  S2| w , then
not falsified by worlds of w for z  . If we would put some  of w  in w | with z  ,
then we get a contradiction.
Example 6. Let B iz and J be three propositional variables which stand respectively for
“it rains”, “to do jogging” and “put a sport wear”. Let   ;X0 B z  J W X0 B z J # X
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1. We remove constraints
such that
, because such

constraints are satisfied. Worlds in
will necessarily belong to
with  ,
i.e., they are less preferred than worlds in the actual set  .
, we reduce their left part by removing
2. Concerning the constraints
the elements of the actual set  . While
, such a constraint is not yet
induces a constraint stating that each
satisfied since the constraint
world should be preferred to all
worlds. A pair
is
then removed only when
  .





first constraint means that if it rains then the agent prefers to do jogging. The second
constraint means that if the agent does jogging or it rains then it prefers to put a sport
wear and the third constraint means that if the agent will not do jogging then it prefers
to not put a sport wear.
We have
, i.e.,
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unique. To show the uniqueness property, we follow the line of the proofs given in
















[4, 5]. We first define the maximum of two preference orders.
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Lemma 1. Let I and IN be two elements of   A . Then,
1. a#I  IN -S   A ,
2. a#I  IN  is less specific than I and I+N ,

 WI  I+N  .
3. If I is less specific than both I and IPN then it is less specific than  
We put 
. Let 


 be the set of models of  in the sense of
Definition 7. Given Definition 10, the following lemma shows that the  operator
is internal to 
 .

Proof. The proof of item 1 is given in the appendix. The proofs of item 2 and 3 can be
found in [4].
We also have the following Lemma:
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Lemma 2. There exists a unique preference order in 
 which is the least specific
 
one, denoted by   , and defined by:   
 . Suppose now
Proof. From point 1 of Lemma 1,   belongs to 
that  
 which
is not unique. This means that there exists another preference
order
also
 and   is not less specific than  . Note that   is the result
belongs to 
 using the  operator. Now supposing that  
of combining elements of 
 contradicts
is not less specific than
point 2 of Lemma 1.
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We can now conclude:
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 .
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1.1 computes the least specific model of 
Proof. Following Lemma 1 it computes a preference order which belongs to the set
of the least specific models and following Lemma 2, this preference order is unique.
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Example 7 (Continued). Let 
F
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z
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Following Algorithm 1.2, we have I
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y  $/$ . Then Algorithm 1.2 computes the most specific
Theorem 3. Let  
F
$
*
model of  which is unique.

Algorithm 1.2. computes a distinguished model of 
 . This algorithm is
structurally similar to Algorithm 1.1., and the proof that this algorithm produces the
most specific model of these preferences is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.
Let 
and 
. Let
, where
,
,
and
.



Proof (sketch). Follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2. It can also be
derived from Theorem 2 using symmetry of the two algorithms.



Algorithm 1.2: Handling mixed preferences
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end

5.3
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To find a distinguished model of three kinds of preferences, we want to combine the two
algorithms. It has been argued in [2, 8] that, in the context of preference modeling, the
minimal specificity principle models constraints which should not be violated while the
maximal specificity principle models what is really desired by the agent. In our setting,
this combination of the least specific and the most specific models leads to a refinement
of the first one by the latter.

I+N
I IPN corresponding to the least
– if  K  then  K+N  N ,
– if  > N then ( IN  N iff  
I N  N ).
Example 8 (Continued from Examples 6 and 7). We have a unique least specific preorder I
a unique most specific
*(* $F $F* *  $-\$ LW  e W  #      W      WW EWW # c# , and
pre-order I
c . Following
the combination method of Definition 11, we get the following unique distinguished model:
e                   W #  E .
Definition 11. Let
be the result of combining and
specific and the most specific models respectively. Then,







6 Summary
In this paper we introduce and study a logic of preferences, which we understand as a
logic that formalizes reasoning about various kinds of preferences.
To define mixed logics of preference, we use total orders on worlds called the preference order. We define four kinds of strict preferences of p over q as ”the best/worst p
is preferred over the best/worst q”.
To choose among types of preferences, we introduce an agent interpretation of preferences. We interpret a preference of over as a game between an agent arguing for
and an agent arguing for . For an ordered set an optimistic agent selects the maximal
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element of , and a pessimistic agent selects the minimal element of . For a preference
of over , a locally optimistic agent is optimistic about and optimistic about , a locally pessimistic agent is pessimistic about and pessimistic about , an opportunistic
agent is optimistic about and pessimistic about , and a careful agent is pessimistic
about and optimistic about .
To calculate a preference order from preferences, we start from a generalization
of System Z, which is usually characterized as gravitating towards the ideal.
is
gravitating towards the ideal or minimal specificity,
is gravitating towards the worst
or maximal specific for
and
, and most specific for
and
. We
show that also for
and
preferences together the least specific model is
unique, and we show that for
and
preferences together the most specific
preference order is unique. For these cases, we have provided algorithms to compute
the unique models. We also propose a way to compute a distinguished model of
,
and
preferences toegther, combining the developed algorithms.
The results in this paper can be generalized to ceteris paribus preferences using
frames [7] or Hansson functions [10]. This is subject of future research. We will also
consider consequences of our framework for the discussion on bipolarity [2, 8], distinguishing between bipolarity in logic (left hand side and right hand side of constraint)
and in nonmonotonic reasoning (least or most specific).
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Appendix

I

I N
 A . Then,
1. a#I  IN -S   A .
Proof
Let   
*,* y  $F* . Let I and IN be two elements of   A .
Suppose that I and I+N are represented by _w  x x xR w+3 and 4w N  x x xj w N  respectively. Let I+N  #I  IN  . To show that IN 4S   A , we show that IN satisfies
all constraints 8*/&+*  and N $'&+* EN in  .
Let 4w N  x x xR w N      be the well ordered partition associated to IPN . Recall that
$ $
the best models of 8  w.r.t. I are defined by   `    I+8   X    8
 s.t.  N # Nj  A  with  Sw W N'Sw | and z  o . 
Similarily the worst models of < w.r.t. I are defined by oiq <   I+1Q  X   
  s.t.  N W Nj A  with  Sw W N'Sw | and z &:o .
Let .*/&+*  be a constraint in  .
Following Definition 7, I belongs to   A means that   ` 8[   I+ Lw< and
  `i    I+ >w-| with o  z . Also IN belongs to   A means that   ` '1   I+N
 >w ! N and    4 A   IN  >w $ N with +   .
Following Definition 10,   ` a:   I N   w N     !  and   `4 a   I N  
w $N   |  $  . Now since o =z and +   , we have  $ o q o  +    o q z0   . Hence IPN
satisfies )*/&+*  .
Similarily we show that each constraint N $ & *  N in  is satisfied by I N .
I (resp.
I+N ) satisfies
GNG$'&+* EN means that  oiq N    EN  I+ Tw   (resp.  o q N3


!
  w + N   and   4 N EN I+Ow-| (resp.
  4 N' EN IN w $N ) s.t.
o EdN zIN (resp.
). Following Definition 10,  o q 'N3  EN  IN  LwN     !  and
 `iz0  GN ' EN  IN  ]w $N   |  $  . Again since o dz and +   then  $ o q o  +  
o q  . Hence IN satisfies GN $'&+* EN .
Proposition 1
Let and
be two elements of 





